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II.-ACCENTUAL CLAUSULAE IN GREEK PROSE OF 
THE FIRST AND SECOND CENTURIES 

OF OUR ERA. 

(I. The Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians.) 

It is now nearly twenty years since Professor Wilhelm Meyer, 
using as his starting point the earlier observations of Bouvy, set 
forth certain rules followed by writers of late Greek and Byzan- 
tine prose for producing rhythmical cadences at the ends of 

phrases and sentences. The formulation of these rules and the 

general limitation of the phenomena involved have been accepted 
without much dissent or essential modification, and pass current 
in the guild of scholarship under the name of Meyer's law. To 
the immense importance and interest of Meyer's discovery, all 
who have had occasion to deal with the matter, from whatever 

point of view, have borne willing and grateful testimony. And 
indeed the range of its significance is remarkably wide: for it not 

only discloses to our sight, but almost puts into our hands, one 
of the principal tools of the rhetorical workshop, it contributes 
to the phonology of the language, and in the field of text-criticism 
it affords a criterion free from the chances of mechanical error 

and, in varying degrees, independent of scribal caprice. It may 
be assumed in general that readers of this Journal are familiar 
with Meyer's law, but for those whose studies have not extended 
to the later periods to which it belongs, let it suffice here to state 

briefly that the phenomena embraced in it consist of certain final 
cadences which are constructed not by syllabic quantity, but by 
the collocation of word accents (primary or secondary). 

Concerning the history and origins of these clausulae Meyer 
does not speak in his original monograph, but in the Fragmenta 
Burana (1901)1 he observes: "Die von mir nachgewiesene 
Form des Schlusses, wonach vor der letzten Hebung [i. e. Accent] 
zwei Senkungen stehen miissen, tritt kurz vor 400 auf. In der- 
selben Zeit hatte sich die accentuirte Form des lat. Schlusses 
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fixiert..... Die lat. accentuirte Form ist ganz natiirlich aus der 
quantitierenden Form [i. e. of Latin] gewachsen. Sie ist ganz 
sicher nicht der griechischen nachgebildet. Kann fiir die griech- 
ische durchaus keine quantilierende oder anders gestaletee 
accentuirte Vorstufe gefunden werden, dann sind wir bei der 
grossen Ahnlichkeit des griech. und des lat. Schlusses gezwungen 
anzunehmen, dass ein griech. Redekiinstler im 4ten Jahrhundert 
den lat. rhythmischen Schluss in der griech. Sprache nach- 
geahmt habe und dass dieser Versuch durchgedrungen sei". 
I have quoted this passage because in the words which I have 
italicised it formulates precisely that which I shall here endeavor 
to set forth, viz., an accentual 'Vorstufe' to the developed 
accentual clausulae of the early 5th century, which in turn will 

appear as a natural development from the earlier quantitative 
clausulae of Asiatic-hellenistic prose. 

But before passing to the text upon which my conclusions are 
based, I would call attention to a brief inquiry into the accentual 
clausulae of Himerius, which Wilamowitz incorporated into an 
early series of his Lesefriichte (Hermes 34 (i899), pp. 214-2I8). 
He finds in this rhetorician, in the middle of the 4th century, the 
observance of certain rules for the construction of phrase endings, 
not identical with Meyer's formulation, but still obviously of 
related character. He infers (and without doubt correctly) that 
what Himerius practises had been the usage of his teachers, and 
concludes therefore that the phenomenon may go back as far as the 
end of the 3d century: " Hier [i. e. at Athens] ist also gegen Ende 
des 3. Jahrhunderts der denkwiirdige Schritt gethan, der eigentlich 
der antiken Tradition ein Ende macht: der Ersatz des quantitier- 
enden durch das accentuirende Princip in der Prosa ". The obser- 
vations of Wilamowitz concerning Himerius, in spite of Meyer's 
repudiation of them (1. c., p. 19), are unquestionably sound in prin- 
ciple, but his concluding generalization with its implications (which 
my citation does not fully reveal) is, I believe, wrong in fact and 
misleading in tone. For I think that it can be shown that 
accentual clausulae were in use at a much earlier time, and that 
transition from quantitative to accentual terminations was a 
gradual process, during which both forms appear side by side in 
different writers of the same time, and even side by side within 
the work of the same writer. There was no time of abrupt or 
sudden change, nor can the change be referred, I suspect, to any 
one writer or place or school as its author or source. 
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Within the limits of the present article I must confine myself 
practically to a single text, the Epistle to the Corinthians attributed 
to Clement, commonly designated as third in the succession of 

bishops of the Roman Church after St. Peter. Concerning the 
date of the letter I have accepted without independent inquiry 
the last decade of the first century, the period upon which prac- 
tically all more recent students of the question have reached 

agreement.l It will, I suspect, require a somewhat detailed proof 
to make plausible to others my own conviction that accentual 
clausulae are in fact present in this letter; but if my conclusions 
win credence, I shall in a subsequent discussion trace the further 

history of accentual clausulae in the period before 400, and set 
forth the bearings of my results upon the phenomena embraced 
in Meyer's law, and upon the formulation of the law itself. From 
these introductory words the reader will gain, I fear, the impres- 
sion that I have gone forth deliberately to seek the accentual 
'Vorstufe' which Meyer desiderated-and there is prevalent, 
perhaps not without reason, a human suspicion that the philolo- 
gist will find what he seeks for. But in fact I came upon the 

Epistle of Clement quite from the opposite direction, that is 

working down through specimens of Asiatic-hellenistic rhetoric, 
and, so far as the clausulae are concerned, contemplating them 
in the first instance merely from the point of view of syllabic 
quantity. 

The Clementine Epistle to the Corinthians, as being perhaps 
the earliest extra-canonical writing of the Church, has engaged 
the attention of theological students in an exceptional degree, 
especially in later years, during which the discovery of important 
new sources of the text have greatly stimulated its investigation 
and study. It was first discovered in the famous Alexandrine 
MS of the Greek bible (A), which was presented to Charles I in 

I628, and from this source the editio princeps was published by 
Patrick Young in I633. This remained the unique source of the 
text until 1875, when Bryennius re-edited the letter from a MS 
of Constantinople (C), which supplied many smaller lacunae and 
the missing leaf at the end of A. Only a few months later a 

Syriac version (S) was acquired by the library of the University 
of Cambridge and its readings were made available by the 

1 Cf. Gebhardt u. Harnack, Proleg., p. 59, Lightfoot, Vol. I, p. 346, Harnack, 
Chronologie, Vol. I, p. 255: " Unser Brief ist am Ende der Regierungszeit 
Domitian's zwischen c. 93-95 geschrieben, schwerlich erst 96 oder 97." 
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reports of Lightfoot in his 2d edition (I890). The absence of a 
Latin version of the epistle had led Lightfoot and others to 

suspect that the letter had remained relatively unknown to the 
Western Church, but in I894 Germain Morin, an eminent scholar 
of the Benedictine order, published as the second fascicle of his 
Anecdota Maredsolana a Latin version from a MS of Namur 
(of about the IIth century). For the purposes of our investiga- 
tion it would be very valuable to determine exactly the time at 
which this translation was made, but for the present I must 
content myself with reporting the opinion of Harnack, who 

agrees with Morin in placing it not long after the Greek version 
itself, that is rather before than after I50 A. D. Finally in the 

present year, as the latest addition to the noble series of Texte 
und Untersuchungen, it has been published in Coptic translation 
(K) by Carl Schmidt. For ordinary purposes of study and for 
exact information concerning the status of the text all has been 
done that could reasonably be asked in the thorough-going 
editions of Gebhardt and Harnack (2d ed., Lpz., 1876), Lightfoot 
(2d ed., I890), and Knopf (Lpz., 1899), who was the first editor to 
make thorough use of the Syriac and Latin versions. But let 
me add here in passing a sigh, born of much futile page turning, 
that no one of those admirable books is equipped with a com- 
plete index verborum.1 The discovery of a Coptic version (or 
versions) leaves something still for the definitive edition, which 
must form a part of the Berlin series of early Christian writers, 
and I venture to add, with reserve and caution, my belief that 
considerations of the rhythmical structure of the work will enable 
a subsequent editor in some places to arrive at more certain con- 
clusions in the face of conflicting witnesses to the text. 

The existence of accentual clausulae in Greek prose, like 
accentual rhythms in Greek verse, was of course dependent upon 
the gradual change of Greek accentuation from the principle of 
pitch or musical variation to the principle of intensity or stress. 
This transition had begun much earlier than the date of our 
document, but concerning the progress of the change it has been 
difficult hitherto to obtain any other data than those afforded by 
vulgar orthography. On this point let me quote from Kretschmer 
in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, Vol. 30 (I890), p. 599. After quoting 

lIn the final revision of this paper I was able to use the admirable Index 
Patristicus of Dr. E. J. Goodspeed and his pupils, lexicographical work of a 
self-sacrificing type which deserves the highest credit. 
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examples of false orthography from papyri and inscriptions he 
summarizes as follows: " In der Mehrzahl der Fille sind betonte 
Kiirzen als lang oder unbetonte Langen als kurz bezeichnet. .... 
Thatsache ist also, dass die vulgire Aussprache bereits im 2. 

Jahrh. v. Chr. Lange und Kiirze zusammenfallen liess ". He pro- 
ceeds then to the conclusion, based upon the date of the evidence 

employed, that the transition from musical to expiratory accent, 
at least in vulgar and colloquial speech, must have taken place in 
the 2d and ist centuries B. C. " Dieser Ubergang kann nur als 
ein allmahlicher gedacht werden, und so mogen damals noch 
eine Zeit lang Tonh6he und Tonstirke neben einander fort- 
bestanden haben." 

The conditions which Kretschmer describes seem to me to fit 
the phenomena which the clausulae of our letter reveal with 
considerable accuracy. We shall find that the accent has length- 
ened practically all short syllables upon which it stands, but it 
has not yet produced a thorough-going shortening of adjacent 
long syllables. That is, long unaccented syllables, as well as 
accented syllables (whether short or long), may under certain 
conditions be used as the starting point of rhythmical groups, 
and in this fact of the presence of both rhythmical principles side 

by side the peculiarity and the perplexity of the rhythmical 
structure of our document lie. 

Let me begin with a list of quantitative clausulae taken from 
the opening lines of the letter. I shall cite usually from the 
edition of Knopf, and unless otherwise indicated it will be under- 
stood that I cite only true clausulae, that is the ends of longer or 
shorter phrases and sentences.1 

ICEKeKroT0 [ roV 7 eoi 

avoctiov | cTd eog 
OVK Wc?rPV~:ev 

OTrJra C7trol e~Tr 

voleiv E7rrerpe7rere 

So far as possible, in order to eliminate subjective interpretation, I shall 
confine myself to those places marked by Knopf either with a comma (,). 
colon (') or period (.). But as every student of these problems knows there is 
much superfluous, i. e., ' unphraseological', punctuation in all of our editions, 
while on the other hand, in some places, modern editors regularly omit punc- 
tuation where, from the point of view of colon or phrase structure, it should 

stand, as for example, between two co-ordinate phrases connected by Kai. 
These circumstances frustrate the attempt to obtain with anything like com- 

pleteness an objective statistic. 
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EirtreI | ev rrap7y/ yEXWere 
aZ I aovEvj6AJevot 

6ld66vre 97 1 auai3dvovrer 
yrT roZl I acrrdyXVOlt 

ob0(aXitFv j iVJH)v. 

These clausulae will be at once familiar to every student of Cicero 
or Seneca, or of contemporary Hellenistic rhetorical prose-the 
cretic basis, followed by a cadence of varying type, the nature of 
which seems to be fundamentally trochaic, - - I - - or v-v v, 

-v--I-- I -v_, and - - I ----v . My list is taken from the 

first 25 lines of the letter (after the address), and it might be 
extended indefinitely and illustrated with similar examples from 
Greek prose of nearly the same period (repi Koau/OV, 7repi vIovs, 

Chariton, etc.). There is therefore nothing remarkable here, 
nor different from what has been observed presumably by every 
more recent reader of Clement. Only one peculiarity do the 

examples reveal, viz., the fact that, while the clausulae are correct 

quantitatively, yet with one exception (Xa/ildvorvTe) the accents 
fall coincident with the rhythmical ictus. This is true in general 
of the quantitative clausulae in our letter. Some further evidence 
of it I shall instance in another connection,' but it will be super- 
fluous to illustrate it in further detail at this point. In this list I 
have set down all the quantitative clausulae, in the portion of 
text chosen, about which no question could arise. In the follow- 

ing list I shall place all of the remaining clausulae in the same 

portion of text. 
Kai reptardaeat 

7rap' V/fiv 7rpayjuadrov 

a*rovoiaf CEKavava 

ueyadof 1g 3Xa5O4ivat 

OVK 5doKiciaaev 

evoEap3etav OVK EOavaacev 
OVK. /,uaKaptaev 

Oeo9 ~t*opeeao9e 
lrap' vilZv 7rpeaCvrEpofc 

rovc avdpagf avriv 

OtKovpye'v ?6i6dCKere 

,rdvv a)opovovaaf 
7*rordaoovreC 

Kiat TpoaEXovrEC. 

In these clausulae there are present varying degrees of irregu- 
larity, when measured strictly by syllabic quantity, some of 

1 Cf. treatment of words like re7roit5,aatf, ati2eta, etc., on p. 289. 
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of the quantitative clausulae in our letter. Some further evidence 
of it I shall instance in another connection,' but it will be super- 
fluous to illustrate it in further detail at this point. In this list I 
have set down all the quantitative clausulae, in the portion of 
text chosen, about which no question could arise. In the follow- 

ing list I shall place all of the remaining clausulae in the same 

portion of text. 
Kai reptardaeat 

7rap' V/fiv 7rpayjuadrov 

a*rovoiaf CEKavava 

ueyadof 1g 3Xa5O4ivat 

OVK 5doKiciaaev 

evoEap3etav OVK EOavaacev 
OVK. /,uaKaptaev 

Oeo9 ~t*opeeao9e 
lrap' vilZv 7rpeaCvrEpofc 

rovc avdpagf avriv 

OtKovpye'v ?6i6dCKere 

,rdvv a)opovovaaf 
7*rordaoovreC 

Kiat TpoaEXovrEC. 

In these clausulae there are present varying degrees of irregu- 
larity, when measured strictly by syllabic quantity, some of 

1 Cf. treatment of words like re7roit5,aatf, ati2eta, etc., on p. 289. 
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which might be accounted for by resolutions (eloo ;ITropeleveaOE), 

by the admission of a dactylic basis (o ;E8olKlpaao-ev), and perhaps 
by still other means. But nothing can save some of these forms 
as quantitative clausulae. Either they are not intended to afford 
a rhythmical cadence, or else they have cadence value only by 
virtue of the lengthening effect of the accent. And that I believe 
to be the case, as for instance in these examples, which no 

manipulation can render quantitative: /Kol replIo-raCE-is, Ely(iXCOs 

f3Xu(f|0jvat, Irap4 v1iZv I 7TpeorIvrTpo&s', 7rrivv acopovovcras.l I should 
not therefore have recourse to resolution in the example given 
above, but I would read boldly OsE1o e'rojpeve;-,E, and so also 

arolvoinas E,'vKavcaav. Throughout this list it will be seen that 
the quantities are more or less awry, but that for the most part 
the accents stand in the same positions as in the preceding lists. 
It may be said: why assume clausulae at all in these cases ? But 
it will be conceded by all who are familiar with the subject of 

prose rhythm that its manifestation, in a work where it appears 
at all, may be expected to be fairly regular and consistent. 

I shall endeavor presently to devise something like a demon- 
stration of the accentual character of the clausulae, as shown in 
certain words and word-types of frequent occurrence, but first 
let me add another passage which will illustrate not only the 

clausulae, but also the noteworthy continuous rhythm which is 

frequently found throughout the work. For this purpose I select 
ch. 45, and to avoid repetition I shall indicate at once my inter- 

pretation of the clausulae, and I add also in parallel columns the 

corresponding words of the Latin translation. The juxtaposition 
will be serviceable as furnishing a clue to the rhythm with which 
the Greek cadences were read by the translator.2 As a specimen 
of continuous rhythm I shall set down the whole of the first 

sentence, and after that the clausulae throughout the chapter, 
following the punctuation of Knopf. 

'1t2u ojVEIKOi I Ebce, I| ae2oi, Kai Sl aUlrai repi I 
pruldentes es | tote, I fratres, et zeloltipi de | 

TrV av47!K6vTo0v Ec I C7rr7piav. 

eis qui|pertinent | ad salutem. 
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1 Concerning this form, see below, p. 299. 
2 Cf. Knopf, Prolegomena, p. 45: " Den Ohren, fur die diese Ojbersetzung 

berechnet war, muss das Griechische als Gemeindesprache noch etwas 

gelaufiges gewesen sein." 

1 Concerning this form, see below, p. 299. 
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(clausulae) 
rT)V ariVfdVK6ov ET eI aor77pliav 

ielpaS ypatcaf I TraC R a26ei 

Trvf Vtaro f | rav ayiov 

yeypa7rrat I ev airal 
6ar6 6oa\iwv av6Spv 

d6tL6\X)T7aCav dLKatot 
daO' v7rb I avo/ov (or perhap, 
ai'r7' v6' avjo6Ludv) 

Eq)va | Ktio7aaav 

acXL v'7rb avoaoiv 
c. S. <a;l'> v7rb 7rapav6owzv 

~i2ov dv 1et EZ76rOwv 

eVK2Le6C iveyKav 

eiUrwJ,ev a6E,0oL 

iaKKOV RE 16OVTrV 

'opraKEiavI roiTV Vtiov 

eiC Kayuilvov 7rvp6C 
^.T]6ajeiu(g | TOVTO 2voTVpO pulda&,u' I ro7ro yflvotro 

raivra d6pdJaavref 

a\7jptiaav | 'fiov 

aitciav I 7reptpa?LeZv 
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pertinent | ad salutem 
sacras scripituras veras 

spiril tu sancto I cognovistis 
neque ficI tum in eis 

reprol batos a j sanctis viris 
sustinu lerunt iusti 
sed ab injiquis 

}om. L. 

lapildati sunt ab scelestis 
in iquum1 I receperunt 

fortiter I tulerunt 
dicimus carissimi 

(ayanrroi ?) 
lacu le onum 
ex celsi re ligionem 
in fornalce ignis 

nelquaquam hoc fiat 

qui hoc geslserunt 
:ontenlderunt fulroris 

poenas imlmittere 
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(continuous) 
[ EtiS6rE? | orL 6 | vlaro \ vEparrptaxo 

ignorantes I quia exlcelsus prolpuglnator est 
Kcai 7rpla7rtiaarC I [ Crtyv rv I Ev Kaap,a avveitdaet 

... . om. L. ...... . qui puro I corde de- | 

R,arpev6vrov I r6 ravalperT bvl6puart avrov. 
serviunt maglnifico j nomini I illius.2 
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'lniquum here, and iniquis above may be tetrasyllabic. In the clausulae of 
Ammianus -qu- usually has the value of a separate syllable. 

2Concerning the Latin translation and its clausulae a word before passing 
on. The translator's aim was clearly to be as literal as possible, and it would 
be open for any one to say that (qui = quae) pertinent ad salutem was the in- 
evitable literal rendering of (riv avrl)K6vroWv EiC aorr7piav, and that the fact of 
clausular agreement was therefore meaningless. The same thing might be 
said of a number of the other terminations, where verbatim literalness yields 
the same clausula in Latin as is found in the Greek. But this explanation 
will not apply to a large number of other examples. The sentence of the 
Greek text ending in the clausula TrveViaTO o rov dyiov has in the Latin been 
merged with the following in such a manner that the phrase does not end with 
spiritu sancto, but with cognovistis, corresponding to roV dyiov. Again in the 
next sentence, the Greek has the clausula yeypairrat I Ev adrazf, to which the 
Latin corresponds with the clausula neque fictum in eis, omitting scriptum est, 
which would complete the translation entirely. Observe also that the Latin 
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It will be seen, if my interpretation is correct, that the rhyth- 
mical structure in the clausulae consists of a loose trisyllabic 
basis, with an accent in either or both of the places corresponding 
to the longs of the cretic, while instances occur of correct quanti- 
tative cretic bases with violation of accent, like ELs Ka'CL-, aLKlav, 

OpqcrKeiav. Similarly the cadence is constructed for the most part 

accentually, but in some instances quantitatively. So for example 
o7-rW7pIav and Tas a\)dX0?s have both the rhythmical value of a 

ditrochaeus, the one accentual, the other quantitative. The con- 
tinuous rhythm, as in the last three lines, is for the most part 
cretic, but it alternates with trochaic sequences like avvcELJrrteL, 
XaTrpevovTcv. 

I will now turn to some explanations. First of all it should be 
stated that the apparent arbitrariness in constructing clausulae 

according either to accent or quantity has some limitations, and 
was subject to some rules dependent upon the pronunciation of 
the language at this time. In the transitional stage of Greek 
accent which Kretschmer describes, it is reasonable to believe 
that the lengthening of accented short syllables took place at a 
much earlier time than the second or complementary stage of the 

shortening of adjacent unaccented long syllables. That is, 7rovos 

for example became trochaic much earlier than 6vpov became 
iambic. In this circumstance, that long unaccented syllables 
still had phonetic value as longs, and still asserted a retarding 
force upon pronunciation, lies the possibility of using the twofold 

rhythmical principle which the examples reveal. Some definite 

groups in which quantitative value still remained will be dis- 
cussed and classified below. But some arbitrariness of treatment 
will still remain unexplained. 

Let me first take up instances of the lengthening of short 
vowels under the stress of the accent, or if perhaps this statement 

has transposed the arrangement of words in OpdffaKsiav I roV V'iacov = exlcelsi 
relligionem, thus making the final cadences identical. But the translator was 
not able in all cases to reproduce the same rhythm as the Greek affords, and so 
contented himself with another admissible type. Thus in place of the double 
cretic eit Kc,Utivov 7rvpo6 he was satisfied to use the cretic-trochaic termination 
in fornac' I ignis, and in the continuous rhythm at the end he substitutes for 
the trochaic rhythm of avvel6retc i arpev6vouv the cretic movement of corde 

delserviunt. The Latin clausulae afford no demonstration of the character of 
the Greek cadences, but they do afford a certain cumulative confirmation of a 
conclusion which may be reached by other means. 
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of the matter be inexact, let us say cases where a short syllable 
reinforced by the accent is allowed to stand in a place where 
quantitative usage would have required syllabic length. Simple 
examples of this type are very numerous: 

3, 2 o 70oc Ka1 I cpa6vo' 
3, 2 E a ptc Kai I C76aLt 

38, 7 a KoalujvaaSc iXap p 
48, I a roiro Iv j raxEt 
35, 7 e ityet yap | 1 ypaop 

9, 3 e eipe'rek | ereeTi7 
19, 3 v rcaaav rY T K rtiaiV avrov 

II, I ? acKacrItbv [I t'rat v 

5, 4 o V6rlveyKev | Torvovc 

37, 5 0 o5;T rT j aj/art 

37, 5 o oXov rb | ouua 

37, 3 dvvavrait elvat 

More striking, but not fundamentally different from these examples, 
are clausulae, the rhythm of which depends upon the accentua- 
tion of formative terminations like -Ia, -Pevovr, -wr-,o -dres, -epovr, etc. 

But before turning to such examples of purely accentual 
treatment I would first note the treatment of certain words 
which yield naturally the syllabic material for correct quan- 
titative clausulae. For example adXiOyba requires only a long 
syllable before it to yield the commonest form of quantitative 
clausula. It occurs, however, only once (35, 2), and the cor- 
responding accusative form once also (31, 2), but in neither 
case in clausula. For this position we have invariably a form 
like KaI a,XiOEra (I9, I), or riJs drOelasr (35, 5). That is to say 
(though the evidence of a single word is not sufficient) the writer 
chose for clausular position those forms in which the main accent 
was carried over into the final cadence, and avoided forms like 
aX?r)Oea a\XrOjeav, which deprived the cadence of such an accent, 
though yielding equally well correct quantitative values. Again 
irerrol07ros and rarrIvooa-t occur only in the genitive and dative 
forms (7 exx.) with a preceding accent, yielding thus always a 
form like Kai ranrELylr oEL. Kca ra7reivcoir, of the same metrical value 
in clausula, was apparently avoided. 

The evidence by which the character of the non-quantitative 
clausulae may be determined, must be some more or less consis- 
tent grouping of accents in such a manner as to yield accentual 
equivalents to the quantitative forms. I have already pointed 
out (p. 285) that the quantitative clausulae in our letter usually 
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reveal coincident accent also, and in the examples just cited the 

apparent intention to bring about this coincidence by the choice 
of some forms and the avoidance of others has been seen. Let 
me therefore illustrate the method which I shall employ with 
the non-quantitative clausulae upon an example of correct quan- 
titative structure. 'AXa'ovlea lends itself naturally by quantitative 
form to ditrochaic rhythm, with coincident accent. To obtain 
our trisyllabic basis we should expect it to be preceded in clausula 

by two syllables of which the first should bear the accent. This 

expectation we find confirmed in the two clear instances where it 
stands in clausula: ;v I KOltraO aXao iovas (I6, 2) and 7racrav dlI 
aCforlap (I3, I). The same form occurs in the very short phrase 
in 14, I rols E dXlaCovela. But in 21, 5 where it does not stand in 

clausula there is apparently no effort made to accommodate the 

preceding words to the ditrochaic cadence. 
An accentual ditrochaic cadence is yielded by tetrasyllabic 

words ending in -la. A list follows, which for the words selected 
is complete for clausular position. 

7, 7 eL;apov I owr7piav 
45, I av7l KOvrv Elt j aUwrTlpav 

59, 2 ravirjST rT7C j daapriaf 

47, 4 rTTOVa I dFtlapriav I (7iJ,v kr I\veEYKCe.) 

50, 5 6t' aylad'rrw7 ria I dcuapriaS 
53, 4 ,0E I r3jv i dajapriav i 

(r7 2La) roirv).)1 

2, 2 ev I dyar, f 7povuial 

33, I eKTevleiaS Kai 7 \rpoOv/uiar 

35, 5 adtKtiav Kai I avoziav (A) 
irov,?piav (L) 

From the divisions into clausulae which I have made it will be 
seen that I interpret all of these forms as consisting of a ditro- 
chaic cadence accentual in character. The evidence for this 

interpretation is found in the consistent use of the trisyllabic, 
quasi-cretic, basis, a rule to which I have found but one excep- 
tion where the examples occur in clausula. The exception is 

31, I oc 608o | T3tS J evXoyaiQ. 

From the negative side this conclusion receives some confirma- 
tion from the fact that the trisyllabic basis is neglected in positions 
where no definite rhythmical cadence was felt to be necessary. 
So for example in 7, 4 we find la T7rv ?7IUerpav TCarrT7ptav not in 

clausula, and two citations from the LXX, although they termi- 

1 A very free adaptation and rearrangement of Exod. 32, 32. 
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in 14, I rols E dXlaCovela. But in 21, 5 where it does not stand in 

clausula there is apparently no effort made to accommodate the 

preceding words to the ditrochaic cadence. 
An accentual ditrochaic cadence is yielded by tetrasyllabic 

words ending in -la. A list follows, which for the words selected 
is complete for clausular position. 

7, 7 eL;apov I owr7piav 
45, I av7l KOvrv Elt j aUwrTlpav 

59, 2 ravirjST rT7C j daapriaf 

47, 4 rTTOVa I dFtlapriav I (7iJ,v kr I\veEYKCe.) 

50, 5 6t' aylad'rrw7 ria I dcuapriaS 
53, 4 ,0E I r3jv i dajapriav i 

(r7 2La) roirv).)1 

2, 2 ev I dyar, f 7povuial 

33, I eKTevleiaS Kai 7 \rpoOv/uiar 

35, 5 adtKtiav Kai I avoziav (A) 
irov,?piav (L) 

From the divisions into clausulae which I have made it will be 
seen that I interpret all of these forms as consisting of a ditro- 
chaic cadence accentual in character. The evidence for this 

interpretation is found in the consistent use of the trisyllabic, 
quasi-cretic, basis, a rule to which I have found but one excep- 
tion where the examples occur in clausula. The exception is 

31, I oc 608o | T3tS J evXoyaiQ. 

From the negative side this conclusion receives some confirma- 
tion from the fact that the trisyllabic basis is neglected in positions 
where no definite rhythmical cadence was felt to be necessary. 
So for example in 7, 4 we find la T7rv ?7IUerpav TCarrT7ptav not in 

clausula, and two citations from the LXX, although they termi- 

1 A very free adaptation and rearrangement of Exod. 32, 32. 
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nate sentences, similarly show no regard for the requisite basis 
(18, I4 and 39, 9). Still further compare the form oron7ploP, which 

might be used in quantitative clausula with the same value as 
rorq,pla, but not if the rhythm depends upon accent. In one 

instance (35, I2) it concludes the chapter in a quotation from the 
Psalms, thus: a-COTIprov I rov 0eov, where reference to the LXX 
will show that rov has been inserted by our author and obviously 
for rhythmical effect. Again at the beginning of the next chapter 
(36, I) the word is used in clausula thus: c-colryp,ov | /,AL)v i 
('Iaoi-ov XpL-ro'v). The significant thing is that with the shift of 
accent the position of the word is shifted. To take still an- 
other example, we have seen that a,uap-la in clausula is pre- 
ceded by a trisyllabic basis, and is therefore to be interpreted as 
yielding ditrochaic rhythm. But in 49, 5 the word occurs in the 
gen. pl. 7rXr0os afLuaprTLv, and with the shift in accent the rhythm 
of the word is altered to another type (cretic), and a dissyllabic 
word (instead of a trisyllabic) now suffices for the construction of 
the proper basis. 

In some cases words of this type may be employed in a slightly 
different rhythm, but still with observance of accent. Thus while 
in 47, 6 (KoIpLvOlcv I EKKXrJaiav) we have WKKXrlr(av as affording a 
ditrochaic cadence, yet in 44, 3 the first two syllables of it stand 
in the cretic basis thus: TrS fKKeX?7 aasr 7rarsE. In this rhythm 
XErLovpyia is found twice in clausula. 

44, 2 Ty/V aevrovp yiav aaVroV 

43, 3 a7roJ | pidFeaat I Tr 7 etrovplyiaag, 

but in 44, 6 rerT7/,rLLv1sC I XI erovpyiasl (with quantitative basis). 
But these examples testify equally with the others to the value 
of -4- as the starting point of a rhythm. In concluding this group 
of tetrasyllabic words let me add in juxtaposition some examples 
to show the rhythmical equivalence of -,- and -el-. 

41, 2 dizap riag Kat I Tr2VuiVUEiac 
i6, 2 OVK 7,eEV vI | KOI7rr o dalIaaOveiar } 

oiv6' 7,rep I riaviac. J 
14, I roZi ev a| [XaCoveia 

Kat aKal ra\raaaa. } 

A further list of miscellaneous examples of words in -la follows: 

36, 2 64a0/uoi [ rT7v Kap6iac 
35, 5 Kevo6olJiav re Kat ai? lo\oeviav 

32, 3 r7c atKatlorpayiac I (C Karelp lyaaavro) 
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1 
Similarly in 59, 2 Kail IKElrav 7rotloivevot. 

1 
Similarly in 59, 2 Kail IKElrav 7rotloivevot. 

1 
Similarly in 59, 2 Kail IKElrav 7rotloivevot. 

1 
Similarly in 59, 2 Kail IKElrav 7rotloivevot. 
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51, 2 d61 tiKai 6tf o0uov'ia; 

35, I 5;w' ?v d l'avalia1 

3, 2 Kat I aixyafkw oa. 

With less violence to the rhythmical traditions of the language, 
but still quite irregularly, forms like o6ovotar--a, 8tavoias-a are 

regularly found in clausula with ditrochaic value, preceded by the 

trisyllabic basis. They are significant as showing the rhyth- 
mical equivalence between -olas-a, and -lar-a. 

There is no other group of words in which the complete 
parallelism of accentual and quantitative (or partially quantita- 
tive) forms can be shown so clearly. But if we may now accept 
the presence of certain types of clausulae as a reasonable pre- 
sumption, it will be possible to demonstrate accentual rhythm for 
some characteristic words of more frequent occurrence. Let us 
take adyarl. 

33, I 7yKara?Li7Tr)/rIev I rTv aydrrjv 

49, 5 ovev | Pdvavaov i kv 6ayarr7 

49, 5 yI7Tr7/ ov | CraoietaE 

50, I cav/LalrTv tortV J 7) ayad7r7 

50, 3 ol ?v dIya'rn re7Jel6O9vrer 

50, 5 6i olvoia a I yaT7rfC 

50, 5 Si' a Iydr ra,C j| daLapriag 

53, 5 ; ,Uel y7 <2 a T yad 7r 

54, I Tri 7iT7rr /lpo op7j/Hjvog dlyd'Ir7(. 

These are the only examples of the occurrence of the word in 

clausula, and it will be seen that in every instance some one of 
our recognized cadence forms is yielded, dependent for its rhythm 
at some point on the accent of the word. Finally a short passage 
of continuous rhythm from 49, 5: 

al yacrr? Ko2I X,\a 7/i C rI EG 

lya d7r ca KalvirTret 1 7rko1Og al /iaprt7v. 

A nice illustration of rhythmical change dependent upon the 
shift of accent is afforded by the three examples of adrd-oroXos which 
occur in clausula. We have in 

42, 2 ol arT'6oro/ot I | ar rov I XptCrov 

1I have omitted from this discussion one characteristic word which is found 

several times in clausula, viz., aya'aootia. It occurs some three or four times 

and is usually preceded by a trisyllabic group, e. g., 33, 1 a7rr r aI Tya7oTrotdaC. 

My first inclination was to read it with resolution thus: a'yaoo7rotia'g. But 

something is to be said for the lengthening of o in compounds, and in that case 

we should have to accept the remainder of the word thus: ayao[l7rolltag, 
or better, dyal orotI iar (see p. 300). 
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but in 
5, 3 ayaoVC i aroiroar6uov 

47, 1 I1aiXov roiv 'oar6cov 
cf. also 

47, 4 a7roJ6a63rduotc lejlapTvpjleVolf. 

A similar word is Trpe(rf3vTrpoL. Thus we have in 

44, 5 rrpoodlotropl'aavreV wrpeairpTepot 

but in 
I, 3 7rap' Viuiv I| rpeaCrV7potf 

3, 3 eTrt ro0 I trpeafvrepovq 
54, 2 r&v Kat9Eerarauevov j rpeawvrepov 

55, 4 7rapa rwv ji E'EpeavepCv 

57, 1 rror7dlyr77r roZc j rpesaf3vrepotf 
21, 6 irpeopvlT?ipovS rTtijao/uev. 

Note also two examples of irepovr, the only occurrence of the 
word, or any form of it, in clausula, 

55, 2 01roC elrepovw itvjrp6aovrat 

55, 2 E ripovc e | puflatz(v. 

The usage with ipJlpa is obscured by a defective text, but it seems 
to correspond to the preceding examples, 

24, 3 avliararat I V 4teipa (7, C et fort. A) 
25, 4 rjziEpa Pi fjIre6vrwv TwvrWv 
50, 3 f, I i rcade 'jlLepaS irapljiXOov (A.) 
20, 2 lf |pa re I Kai vir (init., not cl.). 

The usage with participial forms like -yervo, -,ievoir, pevcYY is not 

consistent, but in most instances where they occur in positions 
which give a clue to their rhythmical value, the rhythm will be 
found to depend upon the accent. This is especially true in the 
cadence; quantitative usage is chiefly confined to the basis. 

3, i n-'ereJ'~aft ro | yEypaepiuevov 
17, 5 Xp7arltaT Joi,v avTr) j 6ldoIEvov 

23, I tr' roi (bcofiovjzIvovc avr6v 

59, I di' rU^v | e;priUeuvotf 

47, 4 a7rolaTr6Aotc LE IJuapTvprlIJ evoLI 

47, 4 avsdpi ejl oKtLmaaJLev( 7rap' I airoic 
51, I 7rapeJfIr7Tcjet rov a vTiuKEtJijivov 

43, I vevofToiJEtri jL/votC (cf. vo0oU0oTrf), 

with which last example cf. ib. arvvrl jfaprvpovvrr, the initial word 
of the phrase: a corresponsion seems intended. 

but in 
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The examples are numerous and only a small selection can be 
given, but in conclusion let us note a word of this type of frequent 
occurrence, 71yoU/L VOL: 

(in nom.) 
32, 2 icat jlyovi/Evot V Kara TrO j 'Ioi1 av 

51, 5 o ?i|yoiyevot Ij avrov (C) 

55, I paatlieiZ Kat 711y(o/tevot 

(in obliq.) 
I, 3 rTOZ70C yovZlE'vo V/#t)V 

5, 7 7rtt T)OV I rjyov/,Uvco 

37, 2 TroZ ?yOov/|fYVOt 7[t JV. 

Examples of quantitative, or partially quantitative treatment 
(chiefly in basis): 

54, 2 rov Kae[(cjraeiivv)v I 7TrpeaffvrTpav 

44, 6 avi rolg reTZ|i l7/lzEV I \et7rovpyzia 
35, 4 riv EkTjy[ye7^uev&)v dsopesv. 

In cadence 
43, I KarlT-iCrr7av roiv, T7rpoetlp1,E'vov!, 

and the same phrase in 44, 2. 
For the participle in -ores, etc., the material is meagre, but 

45, 4 ;i,Zov aivetX77006rwv 

and repeatedly in continuous rhythm, as in 20, I : vrEpeKlrrepLa- 

TOS | 1 r/Jas rovs I 7rpoo-7re?EvjvyoTas Trons' oIKTpoOL S | aL ov 
It is difficult to know how much exemplification of this sort is 

necessary to illustrate adequately the usage of our writer, but at 
the risk of needless prolixity I shall still add a few characteristic 

examples. We have observed above that ra7rEivoo-Lr (7reTrolO,ijg) is 

always used with a preceding accent, yielding forms like Kal 

TareLvCojaeL-w-CEo ,, which are clausulae of pure quantitative type 
with coincident accent. TarrE,vopoaVrV) is a word of more frequent 
occurrence, and it also, in the 6 exx. of its occurrence, is always 
preceded by an accent, e. g., 

56, I Kcai raureI voppoavvry 
44, 3 iU Elra Ta7rEt Ivo0pocvv7/f, 

This would seem to be adequate evidence that the cadence was 
meant to be ditrochaic in rhythm. This is confirmed by the 

usage of aCfpovvr,f preceded by a trisyllabic basis in 13, I rvcoso 

Kai | df)porv'rl (Kal opy s'). AtKaLOo-vq is a harder word. The rhythm 
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LILKatoorvvr7 would seem to be the most natural one, and it 

apparently occurs in 

33, 8 Epyov t I Katoavv'q. 

The remaining examples would seem to require 8LKatol vov , 
following the analogy of &iKaLOS (cf. 45, 4 fELx0rco-av I /LKaLoL). 

13, I Kpipla cKa 6t mKaolaCwVV (citation but altered.) 
35, 2 ;7ayl7rp6rl7 ev \ 6dKatoljrvvy, 

and this rhythm seems confirmed by the corresponsion in 

48, 2 7Vi'L7 yadp 6dtKato i vv7yC 
eri c,dUjv I avelOyvia (Ecr7tv aivrr). 

"Ayior occurs frequently, especially in the phrase IrvFvLa ayitov. 
The rhythm of the word as dependent upon its accent is nicely 
seen in these examples: 

13, I 7rvevia rob aytov (and so I6, 2 and 58, 2) 
45, 2 6ta TOV | rrvevizarof 70ro dyiov (and 22, I). 

In clausula it is always found in either of these forms. But con- 
trast 2, 2 7rXiprl)s nrev1aros adyov, and 63, 2 aLa TOV dylov 7rvevjuaror, 

which are not found in clausula and which do not conform to any 
of the rules that have been observed. Finally note an interesting 
example showing variation in rhythm with shift of accent: 

59, 3 Vitarov I Ev VltaTOtrL 

aylov I 'v y iot otc (vairav6o'uevov.) 

I have thus far devoted myself especially to demonstrating the 
presence of clausulae dependent upon accent for their structure. 
I have indicated also that there are many correct quantitative 
clausulae with coincident accent. But there remain still a number 
of clausulae which are quantitative (though not always strictly), 
but with violation of accent, or better without coincidence of 
accent. Participial forms like EZrrvyIyeX,ul/co I| wopev I have 
touched upon above. Other examples are such as these: 

(basis) 42, 3 r Z6 2y) | tov eoi 

34, 5 ayye22Lv 6 avrov 

42, 5 7rov Zieyet ypa)j' 

51, 4 el; "Aidov 1 15vraC 

45, 7 Ei; Ka/.u[vIov 7rvp6c 

(cadence) 25, 5 avlaypaaq& I rijv Xpovcv 
21, 8 irapld eoi i 'aXet 
33, 3 eavroiv j Svv6iet 

30, 3 dsKat I oViuevot I u X)6yotr. 
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but with violation of accent, or better without coincidence of 
accent. Participial forms like EZrrvyIyeX,ul/co I| wopev I have 
touched upon above. Other examples are such as these: 

(basis) 42, 3 r Z6 2y) | tov eoi 
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(cadence) 25, 5 avlaypaaq& I rijv Xpovcv 
21, 8 irapld eoi i 'aXet 
33, 3 eavroiv j Svv6iet 

30, 3 dsKat I oViuevot I u X)6yotr. 
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Concerning the explanation of such cases I am somewhat at a 
loss. May it be that the stress accent was still not strongly 
marked, and had the effect only of retarding the movement of the 
(cretic) rhythm, not of destroying it? Or it is a license admitted 
against the writer's habitual usage (but familiar to him from con- 
temporary and earlier literature) for the sake of constructing the 
desired clausulae more easily? Both considerations probably 
have something to do with the truth of the matter. 

There is, however, a group of words, usually found in quanti- 
tative positions, in which I do not doubt that there is present a 
peculiarity of the pronunciation of a transitional time. I refer to 
dissyllabic words with a final accent and with long penultimate 
syllable (or trisyllabic words of the same structure plus a light 
initial syllable) such as faiosr (or jto0Sos). The phenomenon is so 
characteristic and illustrates so well a condition of instability 
between accent and quantity that I shall make a rather full 
enumeration of examples.' 

5, t yevo I evov a\a 1 7lrafc 

9, 4 4;a etl rI7v ct3 K orov 

24, 5 eCK ipet icap7rov 

25, 4 j)2iov p/3tU6v 

38, 2 EarrXopqlyeirTo rt | rrtOXC 

39, 2 dSivarat I Ovyro'6 

42, 5 roro Ov | KatvFC 

45, 2 lept a7 ypaac I\ r1f a&,eZC 

47, 6 XpoarCm a i yGyCf 
47, 6 Kal tiav I aiaXpv i 

48, 5 rT r7t I rtarof6 

58, 1 anTet I ovatv ta retAid 

59, 3 KtvdevIev 6vrdwv Po Il 6v 

The same phenomenon appears in verb forms such as 25, 2 
clerPXera I Ka} reXevTra and 5, 7 uewro s | X\,v. This does not ex- 
haust the words of this class, but it will suffice for illustration. 
The characteristic feature of these examples is the long penult, 
which final accent has not yet shortened. In consequence the 
weight of this syllable takes away from the force of ultimate 
accent, and makes it possible and natural to use the words with 

1 Related to this class, but handled with much more freedom, are the pronouns 
Ureic, i1eilf, aiorof, which are used with the rhythmical ictus upon either syllable 

indifferently, and so also 'Ii7aovC and Xptar6T. The dissyllabic prepositions 
ar6, i7rd, i7ri, etc. share this treatment, as is true also of the later periods em- 
braced in Meyer's law. See exx. in Meyer, Vol. II, p. 210. 
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their original quantitative values.' It may be recalled in this 
connection that Nonnus, in the construction of his hexameters, 
deviates from his general rule, of coincidence of accent and 
quantity in the 5th and 6th foot, only with occasional words of 
this type: dvapc,v, i3ovXiv, lorchrnK, Kepauvv;) and the pronouns ,,rs, 
6ve s, avros, are a few examples selected at random. 

As rules to be mastered by any one who would read the 
composition correctly these details would be intolerable, but in 
practice it will be found that they are all yielded easily, and for 
the most part inevitably, when once the general proposition is 
apprehended, that our work represents a transitional stage from 
quantitative to accentual rhythm, a stage in which the developing 
stress accent had already lengthened most short syllables, had 
shortened some long syllables, but had not yet obliterated the 
quantitative value of others. It mirrors a living condition of a 
transitional time, a condition which made it even possible for the 
same syllable, according to the rhythmical context in which it 
stands, to be treated at one time with quantitative value, and at 
another time with neglect of quantity. This last statement will 
doubtless seem a hard doctrine to accept, but I think that its 
truth can be made reasonably apparent. 

Take for example aKoPres, which by itself might in our author 
constitute either the basis or the cadence of a clausula. But in 
2, 2 it stands in this rhythmical position: eL n a KOvrEs ,l LaprerT. 
The accent of the word here attaches itself to the preceding 
quasi-cretic foot, leaving the long syllable -KorV- to become the 
starting point for the basis of the clausula. That is to say, the 
treatment becomes quantitative because the accent has been ab- 
sorbed by the preceding context. This is what I mean by saying 
that the usage may be determined by the rhythmical context. 
Again Xdaic,ev by itself may afford the customary trisyllabic basis, 
as in 24, 4 Xdi3io? v rovS Kaprovr; but in 'vaXdIt(3wJlov, the two 
initial syllables, yielding a suitable secondary accent, usurp the 
main accent, and leave the long syllable -fta- free to become the 
starting point of another rhythmical group, as in 56, 2 davXui 

,ouL,rv 7ral8el'av. If still another syllable is added (yEyKaTalX7r,orev) 
the accent may resume its place at the beginning of the foot as in 

Contrast with these, trisyllabic words with long penult plus long initial 
syllable. Here the reinforcement of initial secondary accent has been suffi- 
cient to allow them to stand in cretic position. E. g. 46, 9 TroXo/i lf Ei I d6tray- 
Fu6v; I, I, aKa I aKc riOuav v; 56, I oiKctpfiuV I [/veia. 
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33, I fyKaTra\lX7rcoJv I rrvy ayarr7tv. But in cases such as XdiCouev or 

Xi7roElEv it is not my thought that the time value of pronunciation 
was the same as if the second syllable were short, like (d)Xa3oiev 
or (f)XL7roxEv. The long co of the subjunctive was still felt with an 
effect of retardation of utterance, and this retardation in turn was 
sufficient, when the accent could attach itself to a preceding con- 
text, to allow the retarding long syllable to become the starting 
point of another rhythmical group. The phenomenon does not, 
therefore, seem to me arbitrary, but probably subject to the con- 
ditions of the pronunciation then prevailing. Let the following 
examples serve to illustrate the usage: those on the left hand may 
be called roughly quantitative, those on the right accentual. 

2, 2 EL Tt aIKovTrc l yjdpUTer 29, I alpovreqC Tr'pb avr6v 

51, 5 tpvr6pav I Kat adtrjl\Xovro 55, 2 el repovg 7vlrpa)ovrat 

45, 7 ravra pdalavrTc 7, I 7roFp/lI V/ajKOV7r 

49, r 6vvarati I irl'Y7aaaoact 27, 2 ?6 rapayl yeiZa7a /zj i bevi6eaat 

Theoretically one might sometimes be in doubt as to which form 
was intended, as in 55, i ovov eWeyKco/Lev, but in such cases I feel con- 
fident that the accentual cadence should be preferred-EfOvwv Ev 
eyKo/IEv. Finally both forms appear in the same context in 7, 6 

v7raKov l(ravresr elTwo0Brlav, and more strikingly in 44, 4 7Iroia-av I 
KcaI 7otl laouovL. The application of these principles to the reading 
of the text will be found for the most part easy and free from 

perplexity. Let me take a passage of continuous rhythm from 
20, 2 (a rhapsody on the order of the universe), the commata of 
which I shall make graphic by separate lines: 

l j\tepa TE I KCat vv'S 

TO7V TE7ay,|l EV0V rbv 
T?ray~_rvov 

'7r aVrov I dp6yoov 
d6avv [ ovato 

w7]6ev 62|12,L2ok 
u/0ro6ii ovra. 

Or again at the end of the same chapter (20, 0o): 

ra r' e2dlx tara rCiv I (&)u rVa I GvveXCevbaet 

airrV ev I o6uovoia I Kat elp?lv,v 7WrooVvrat. 

There is a license of usage which disturbs the regularity of the 
clausulae, which in lieu of better term I venture to call an extra- 
metrical anacrusis. Its occurrence is relatively quite infrequent, 
and yet the number of cases is in fact considerable. The nature 
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of the phenomenon may best be seen in some passages of contin- 
uous rhythm, which in the nature of things cannot be treated so 
strictly as the clausulae. Take, for example, 46, 7 Iva ri 1 81 
EXKoiev I KCai Lal(nr,rFJv ra I EA.Xr ro7v Xplcroi ; The writer's inten- 
tion to construct a continuous series of (accentual) cretics is 
apparent, but he allows himself the freedom of using the initial 
syllable of &eXKo/Lev extra-metrically. The usage occasions no 
surprise in such passages as this, but the question arises as to 
how freely it is admitted into the more carefully constructed 
clausulae. The number of certain instances in which it occurs in 
such position is relatively so small that it would seem clearly to 
have been avoided. But of the admissibility of the license there 
can be no doubt. For example, in 45, 4 we have the clausula 
'XoV av,?I7X,1706rov; but in 3, 4 we have ,aEj3 1 aYjvleX,,o'rav. Again, 
in the consistent series of examples like X\afov I| v,oTplav, we find 
as noted above (p. 290) one exception in 3I, I ol 6a0oi ris [ evXoyia. 
The syllable thus treated is usually of light accent, and does in 
fact only slightly interrupt the rhythmical movement of the 
cadence. Let these examples suffice for illustration: 

37, 4 dtXa r7iV I |lu IeyCXv 
63, 2 rdE r7 I ltLGTro17 r 
29, I ev9arrtaxvov I |al rTpa 7rp'&v 
43, 2 bo v6puarT |E e KIcoaifjLev7. 

The short chapter 31 is very exceptional in that, of a total of 
eight clausulae, it presents five examples of this type. Practically 
its effect is to transform the quasi-cretic character of the basis into 
ditrochaic rhythm, and so to give to the whole clausula the effect 
of trochaic movement. 

This movement, in fact, is found in a few other clausulae, in 
which we cannot reasonably speak of such an anacrusis.' I refer 
to examples such as these: 

I, 3 7rdvv [I ooppolvovaac 
3, 4 dlKato'oavrl I Kai elp7jpvr 
5, 7 r67rov kbrolpev').2 

I have used this term to describe only those cases in which an apparently 
superfluous syllable intervenes between a regular trisyllabic basis and the 
final cadence. In the examples above d6xa r7v, rT,de r,, etc., the preceding 
basis is clearly defined by natural syllabic grouping: in rrdvv aoqpovoiaaS, etc., 
it is not. 

2 These examples correspond to not uncommon accentual clausulae of later 
Latin, like ille properabat. The Latin form would seen to have been derived 
from the accentual treatment of such a resolved form as esse videatur. 
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The number of these clausulae is not great, but if we should put 
them together with the preceding examples, characterized by an 
anacrusis, and accept the whole group, not as a sharply defined 
clausula, but merely as evidence that our writer was satisfied at 
times with a somewhat indeterminate trochaic rhythm in clausula, 
we should have a formula which would cover practically all ex- 

ceptions to our regular forms. To this class then I should assign 
ayal|o7ro|lta referred to above, and it would afford a consistent 

explanation for the otherwise puzzling aETroT)rqs. This word affords 
a perfect quantitative cretic, but the presumption, that our in- 

vestigation up to this point has established, is that its accent 
should determine its rhythm thus: afo-rldr?l. This presumption 
is confirmed by clausulae such as these: 

7, 5 e6WKev { 6 &SE6T6ro 

9, 4 6(t 5Eaoaev I 6' avbrov O 6eaCror7T7 
36, 2 da J roOirov \liv7coev I 6 deardoT67 

55, 6 rov Travrer T6rrrlv 6eaClrrr7v 
64, I iel1of e cai 6Ealr76r7c r6iv 1 Trvevart6v 

and in confirmatory contrast, with shift of accent, 

59, 4 a:llovJi/ev ae SJCa6rora. 

But on the other hand we have the phrase baorrod,rts r7v dr'vrov, 

where our usual rule of trisyllabic basis would give us 8acnrordr, as 
a cretic. In this case, however, it proves to be misleading, as the 

analogy of another word shows. For we find tj9unovpyos in the 
same phrase in several instances, and there can be no doubt, I 

think, about the necessary rhythm of this word, thus 

26, I d6iitlovpyb' I 7irv aTrdvrTwv. 

Upon its analogy we may read, I feel confident, 

8, 2 o 6eCar6rrjg I r6v arravrwv 

33, 2 dw6rtovpyb I Ka ta deal7rrdrrfg r6v acravrov 

20, II 6 fukyac | 671LIovpyob I Kca 6eal Trr6rj I rwv adrdvrov. 

Similar trochaic rhythm is afforded also by the remaining 
examples: 

II, I rrotl[aaS O 6 6ear676Tr7 

36, 4 OVT(o | eI rev 6Jearr6rri7. 

56, I6 rolc rat[d6evo\ItEvotc Vrb I TOVi d6ealro6rov. 
49, 6 6ac I oj deaoir67rc. 
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55, 6 rov Travrer T6rrrlv 6eaClrrr7v 
64, I iel1of e cai 6Ealr76r7c r6iv 1 Trvevart6v 

and in confirmatory contrast, with shift of accent, 

59, 4 a:llovJi/ev ae SJCa6rora. 

But on the other hand we have the phrase baorrod,rts r7v dr'vrov, 

where our usual rule of trisyllabic basis would give us 8acnrordr, as 
a cretic. In this case, however, it proves to be misleading, as the 

analogy of another word shows. For we find tj9unovpyos in the 
same phrase in several instances, and there can be no doubt, I 

think, about the necessary rhythm of this word, thus 
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Upon its analogy we may read, I feel confident, 

8, 2 o 6eCar6rrjg I r6v arravrwv 
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Similar trochaic rhythm is afforded also by the remaining 
examples: 

II, I rrotl[aaS O 6 6ear676Tr7 

36, 4 OVT(o | eI rev 6Jearr6rri7. 

56, I6 rolc rat[d6evo\ItEvotc Vrb I TOVi d6ealro6rov. 
49, 6 6ac I oj deaoir67rc. 
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The fondness of our author for this rhythm in such resonant 

phrases as 6 &aEro'Trr rTav rda'vrWv may be due to the familiar 
formula of the doxology, 7TOV alvonas r;v alZWvtv. 

Concerning hiatus it is to be said that our author shows much 
the same indifference as is found in the writings of the New 
Testament. Only the simplest cases are avoided by elision which 
our MSS have usually recorded. 

With regard to resolutions there is not much to record. In 
the accentual clausulae of later Greek and Latin they play a very 
small role, and this condition is foreshadowed here. The ex- 

amples that I have noted are chiefly of compounds with Erl. 

7, I vove17rovreTg 117rti ja|ELOoEV 

33,I ayaobv I ir7tre3eiv 

40, 2 erttrEZCE I EtrtreeX6a6at (Lightfoot) 
28, I ultapag | errEOrvttia 

44, 2 iC7tVOljVvI | E&Kav 

52, I C\loyoXoyeilaOat aVirT (cf. 51, 3) 

34, 7 7r IayyeRitv I av7rov 

25, 2 atroOavelv | aVr6 

45, 7 aiuKlav rreptpa?Zeiv. 

It would be untimely to claim at once any value for these 
observations in questions of text criticism. But I will not re- 
frain from pointing out in a few instances (out of many) of 
conflicting evidence, which forms agree with the rhythmical habit 
of our author, and which are at variance with it. Thus in 24, 3 
Knopf reads avlyrrara&i 4iApa; but the more natural cadence is 
afforded by C, a6crrarat 77 lucIpa, with which Tischendorf's reading 
of A agrees. In 38, 2 Knopf reads uir X6yots tdivov a'XX' v 'pyooS 

aya0ols. But C and A omit Iv, and this omission yields such a 

rhythmical clausula as might be expected: 

U7 6dyot I |[6vov non tantum verbis 

DaIt' ip)otf I ayaa4o7g. sed et olperibus I bonis.1 

In 30, 6 Knopf reads, with A, 6 Ztratpvos wOv vETro a v r, c, Kal O L/) E6 
avrav. But before OeL, C affords r,) and so gives the balance of 
clausulae which seems most natural: 

ETar iV I T?J &e,o 
Kai uiL : I aIvrwv. 
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1 The insertion of et shows the translator's desire to obtain, in addition to 
verbatim literalness, a suitable form of clausula. 
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But these are trifles, and indeed it is likely that text criticisms can 
expect little more from the disclosure of rhythmical technique 
than such considerations as may help to restore external form. 

I am aware that there are many questions upon which I have 
not touched, and some, such as the matter of hiatus and elision 
which demand more thorough consideration. But I hope to 
have made it plain that I submit my results in no dogmatic spirit, 
but interrogatively, and in the hope that more competent students 
may give answer to some of the questions which I have raised. 

G. L. HENDRICKSON. 
YALE UNIVERSITY, NEW HAVEN. 
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